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TestID:
Pearson TX4 Complete
Tested By:
JS
Date:
7/13/2008
Draw Length:
Time: 7:35:44 PM
Brace Height:
Units:
Unit = l
Min Load:
21
Max Load:
Min Pos:
30.25
Max Pos:
Pre Test Comm:
Post Test Comm: Accepted
Load R1

8.15
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
30.25

0.00
7.40
16.40
24.60
34.40
42.60
54.00
60.60
66.20
69.80
70.60
70.60
70.60
70.20
70.20
70.00
70.00
69.40
68.20
65.20
61.00
51.80
35.20
21.00

P

earson is one of the oldest
manufacturers in the business. With that longevity
they have a unique perspective on
the industry and a keen insight into
the wants and needs of recreational
archers and bowhunters. Jon
McMurray,
Pearson’s
General
Manager, is a highly focused and
dedicated individual with a knack for
thinking outside the box. Jon introduced me to the TX4 at this year’s
trade show and walked me through
the basics. I recently had the pleasure of evaluating and testing the
TX4 – here is what I found.

The Basics
Riser: Pearson’s TX4 is built on a
unique riser that is reflexed in its
configuration and CNC machined
out of 6061 aluminum. The reflex of
the riser allows the manufacturer to
use common limb and eccentric
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Area Calc
0.79
1.74
2.39
3.28
3.89
4.98
5.33
5.75
5.97
5.92
5.88
5.88
5.83
5.85
5.83
5.83
5.76
5.63
5.31
4.91
3.93
2.24
0.29
SUM of Areas
103.20

Load (lbs)

Distance

Bow Report
Pearson TX4
30.25
6.4

in
in

70.6
18

lbs
in

Speed:
Power Stroke:
Kinetic Energy:
Stored Energy:
Dynamic Eff.:

317
1.84
78.116
103.20
0.75694

ft/sec
ft
ft*lbs
ft*lbs
%

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0.0

5.0

10.0

configurations together
with a parallel limb
position while maintaining an effective
brace height. The brace
height plus a constant
measurement of 1.75
inches is subtracted
from the draw length to
determine the power
Eff = KE/SE
stroke. (The power
76%
stroke is the distance
the string is actually moved the the
shooter.) For instance if you shoot a
28 inch draw length on a bow like the
TX4, which has a 6.5 inch brace
height, then you are actually moving
the string 19.75 inches (power
stroke).
As with most bows the TX4 has
many riser cutouts along its length,
however, it has several above and
below the grip that are shaped like
deer tracks; a nice addition in my
opinion! If you are going to be cutting out chunks of metal to lighten
the load then you might as well be
creative about it. The riser’s overall
length is approximately 25 inches,
which contributes to the TX4’s 34.25
inch axle-to-axle length. This is relatively long by today’s trends and
should produce good stability.

15.0

20.0

Distance (in)

25.0

30.0

35.0
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About The Author
Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and works in the area of nondestructive testing technology. His entire career has centered around the testing
and evaluation of products. Now 38, he’s been bowhunting since age 12. Silks
started writing for magazines and websites seven years ago and since then has
done more than 400 product reviews. Manufacturers who appreciate his thoroughness and frankness have often asked him to review products that are still in
the development stage.
Silk’s
work
has
appeared on the web
on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has
been published in
Petersen’s Bowhunting,
Bowhunter,
Arrow
Adventure, and Whitetail Fanatic, along with
ArrowTrade. Jon and
Jennifer Silks have six
children and live in
Pennsylvania. Silks can
be reached at jon@silksoutdoors.com.
Another point to consider is that for
a 34.25 inch bow the mass weight is
fantastic at only 4 pounds. An angelwing two-piece grip made of hardwood laminate provides the main
contact point between the shooter
and the TX4. A rubber-like material
covers the bare metal on the rear
portion of the grip to insulate the
shooter’s hand. Designed to eliminate torque, the Pearson grip situates the shooter’s hand/wrist in a
medium-wrist position.
Because there are differences in
how wrist positions have been
explained I will clarify what I believe
the various wrist positions to be.
First, a low-wrist position is created
when the top of the grip is pronounced over the bottom making
the shooters hand basically flat from
top to bottom with much of it contacting the bow’s grip. I typically
refer to this as the “stop sign” grip
because it mimics the hand position
of a person directing traffic that is
extending their hand to stop an
oncoming car. In this position the
plane of your bow arm is well below
the webbed area between your
thumb and forefinger.
A high wrist position would be
created with a grip that is significantly pronounced on the bottom as

compared to the top. We’ll call this
grip the “mummy” grip. In the
cheesy mummy movies you always
see these half dead folks walking
around with their hands extended
directly in front of them, fingers
pointing straight out. With your bow
arm extended to the side and your
hands and fingers held in the same
manner as the half dead mummy
folks extend your thumb out away
from your fingers and angle your
hand left (right for left-handed
shooters). In this position the bow
force is entirely cradled by the web
between your thumb and forefinger
and your bow arm is basically on the
same plane as the webbed area.
A medium wrist position would
be somewhere in between the two
described above. As far as which
position is better is up for debate.
Again, this is just my version of wrist
positions and not necessarily what
an expert/professional shooter
would consider them to be.
Other riser features include a
straight cable guard with Teflon
slide, a stainless steel stabilizermounting insert, string dampening
system and a film dipped Realtree
APG HD camo finish.
Customer Connection: A bow
that offers the stability of a 34.25

inch axle-to-axle structure in a lightweight 4 pound package is definitely
a selling point.
A stainless steel stabilizermounting insert, every top end bow
should come standard with one.
Quality components lead to a quality
product. A small but worthy selling
point.
Great looks with the Realtree
camo and deer track cutouts.
Many will find the angel-wing
grip to be super comfortable. Get the
bow into your customer’s hands.
Limbs/limb pockets: The TX4 is
outfitted with a set of CNC machined
limb pockets. These cup-style pockets are made of 6061 aluminum and
are finished in the same manner as
the riser. Pockets are fixed in their
position, which means that the
limbs, rather than the pockets, move
when the weight is adjusted. Limb
bolts pass through the limbs and
pocket and into a stainless steel limb
bolt insert housed in the riser. The
insert is threaded to accept the hardened limb bolts and provide a much
more durable interface than would
the aluminum riser. An added benefit to this system is a smooth adjustment of draw weight.
Limb sets are exactly matched
based on weight to provide consistent performance. Draw weights are

Circle 197 on Response Card
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available in 50, 60 and 70 pound
peaks standard with a special order
80 pound option. Limbs measure
13.75 inches in length and are situated in a configuration that results in a
parallel limb angle at full draw.
Parallel limbs are recognized for producing reduced shock and vibration
through reduced limb tip travel and
leftover
energy
cancellation.
Basically, the limbs move in near
opposite directions at the shot rather
than forward.
The TX4 is outfitted with
Barnsdale Laminated Limbs, which
are built by Dave Barnsdale at his
facility in Iron Mountain, Michigan.
Dave’s limbs have won the confidence of many bow manufacturers
and a solid reputation in the industry. A significant limb technology
feature found on the TX4 is Pearson’s
proprietary Energy Transfer Insert
(ETI). Basically ETI technology harnesses the energy of the entire limb
by moving the draw force pressure
point from the center of the limb
(traditional, axles) to the outside sur-
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face of the limb. This is accomplished by machining a slot in the
limb tip that houses an aluminum
“T” shaped insert. Once in place a
hole is drilled through both the
limbs and insert at the same time.
When the bow is drawn the resulting
force is transferred from the axle to
the top of the limb through their
connecting interface. According to
Pearson this technology allows the
full use of stored energy across the
total thickness of the limb producing
increased speeds and virtually eliminating limb failure. In fact the 2008
Pearson catalog states, “Limbs are
the single most replaced part in the
business…we haven’t had to replace
a single one since the day we introduced ETI.” That is an amazing
accomplishment!
Film dipped limb finishes are
available in Realtree APG HD or
Carbon Fiber.
Customer Connection: I can’t say
enough about Pearson’s ETI technology – they have established a limb
life benchmark that others should
shoot for.
Dave Barnsdale has been in the

archery industry since the early 80s
and in the limb manufacturing business since 1990. His limbs are used
by various bow manufacturers and
some top target shooters and have a
reputation for precision.
I personally like the Carbon
Fiber look, however, both finishes
look great.
Eccentrics and Strings: The
muscle behind the TX4 is Pearson’s
Z-7 single cam. Designed for an ultra
smooth draw cycle, the Z-7 is advertised to produce 330 fps IBO speeds.
Eccentrics are precision machined
and ride on ball bearings for
increased efficiency. Draw lengths
between 25.5 and 30.5 inch in .5 inch
increments are available through a
set of modules. The letoff produced
by the Z-7 eccentric system is 75 percent.
Pearson found that removing the
serving material that travels around
the idler wheel increases their IBO
speed by as much as 10-12 fps. They
deduced that the serving material
finish was too hard and rather than
making the idler wheel spin it

Gear Corner: C.W. Erickson’s Big Squeeze Bow Press

“NOW WITH”

• WEATHERLOCK STRING
TREATMENT ALSO LUBRICATES
STRING FIBERS BETTER THAN
CONVENTIONAL STRING WAX
• NO SCENT
• NO MORE ACCURACY WORRIES
DURING INCLEMENT WEATHER
• TRUSTED BY THE MOST
AGGRESSIVE BOWHUNTERS ON
EARTH
• NO LOSS OF PERFORMANCE
• KEEPS MOISTURE OUT AND
ACCURACY IN!

WINNERSCHOICESTRINGS.COM
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Among many other useful products made by C.W. Erickson Company is the
Big Squeeze Bow Press. Designed to press all compound bows and most
crossbows the Big Squeeze incorporates a unique crank, lever and harness
mechanism that approaches the limb tip from a horizontal plane. Where
many presses take a considerable amount of cranking to get the job done
the Big Squeeze takes only a partial turn to take the tension off of most
strings. While using the press I felt it was safer than many other presses. The
Big Squeeze takes some practice to get the hang of, however, once you figure it out a bow can be pressed easily and quickly. C.W. Erickson’s innovative
bow press has made a very useful addition to my shop.
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instead just slipped across the surface. They then searched for a string
material that would stand up to the
rigors of directly contacting the idler
wheel and found Brownell’s Xcel
material. The end result was
Pearson’s own Xcellerator String.
Customer Connection: A smooth
draw plus super fast IBO speeds.
That sounds like a selling point!
Brownell string materials are
well known and have been proven
effective on thousands of rigs.
The use of modules creates versatility for both the bow shop and
customer. Modules allow for a quick
response to your customer without
the need for high inventory of either
bows or cams. This is a selling point
on your end as a carrier of the line
and the customer in turn gets what
he/she wants right now.
Silencing/Shock reducing features: Pearson’s TX4 is loaded with
shock and vibration reducing features. The limbs are outfitted with
BowJax dampeners while the string
is home to two StringJax dampeners.
Also included with a new TX4 is a
riser-mounted string suppression
system. To maximize the effects of
this system Pearson presses the
string dampener rod into a rubber
grommet to eliminate any metal-tometal contact. All of this and parallel
limbs make the PearsonTX4 a
remarkably quiet rig. In fact I don’t
think Pearson has advertised this
enough. The bow is not just quiet, it
is one of the quietest on the market
today.
Customer Connection: Let your
customer shoot the TX4, or you
shoot the TX4 while your customer
listens. Either way they will be
impressed with just how quiet this
rig is.

Testing
Tests were conducted using the
following equipment:
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable
shooting machine
Easton Professional Chronograph
with an infrared lighting system
Easton BowForce Mapper
Handheld unit
Oehler M35 Chronograph

Easton Digital Bow Scale
Modified Apple Super Pro Bow
Press
Calibrated Chatillon DFIS 200
Digital Force Gauge
Mitutoyo Dial Calipers
Calibrated stainless steel rule
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
TRU Ball Chappy Boss release
Set up: A 30 inch draw length
and 70 pound draw weight has
become the industry-accepted specs
for IBO ratings. If not already within
the tolerances of ASTM F 1544-04
the draw length will be adjusted and
the draw weight will be set to 70
pounds +/- 1 lb (the +/- 1 lb requirement is also an ASTM F 1544 -04
requirement). Generally speaking I
do not adjust the strings/cables to
achieve a particular draw length
unless the manufacturer suggests it.
Usually a draw length module or an
entire new bow is used to get within
range. Speeds are measured using a
correctly spined 350-grain arrow.
This weight comes from the IBO
rule, which states that, “Arrows must
weigh at least 5 grains per pound of
the bow’s maximum shooting
weight…”
As
stated
earlier
ArrowTrade bows will be tested at 70
pounds so: using the I.B.O. rule we
would multiply 5 grains x 70 pounds
= 350 grains.
A single brass nock and
QuikTune 300 Arrow Rest were
attached to the bow, nothing more.
With the exception of these two
items every bow is tested as it would
be shipped to the dealer or customer. In other words, if it has string
silencers or other components preinstalled it is tested with them
installed. While the “official” velocity
rating for our calculations will be
taken with an arrow as defined
above, we will also use two other test
arrows as reference points. This will
be done to bring a bracketed picture
of the bow’s speed performance to
the reader. Test arrows include a
lightweight 350-grain CAE carbon
arrow, a mid-weight 420-grain
Radial X Weave arrow and a relatively heavy 540-grain Easton XX78
Super Slam arrow. Before recording
speeds with these arrows the bow

was first paper tuned with each one.
Most every bowhunter/archer will
be able to extrapolate their approximate arrow speed in relation to similar set-up parameters and results
presented from the three test arrows.
Speed/Velocity Test:
Speed was measured with the
two chronographs listed above,
Easton’s model as the primary and
the Oehler as a backup/verification
unit. Following are the resulting
speed ratings for each in feet per second rounded to the nearest whole
number:
540-grain arrow
262.8
263.4
262.4
262.4
262.6
Average: 263 fps
420-grain arrow
294.1
293.9

Circle 225 on Response Card
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294.2
294.5
293.7
Average: 294 fps
350-grain arrow
316.9
316.9
316.3
316.3
316.3
Average: 317 fps
Potential customers will generally make their bow purchase choice
based on several factors including
the cost, speed, shot noise,
shock/vibration level, grip and the
draw cycle.
In our testing for ArrowTrade
Magazine we try to give you a feel for
how a bow performs in the “subjective” areas mentioned above. You
can then focus on the bow’s notable
subjective points when interacting
with your customer. The term “subjective” can basically be translated
into “opinion”. I will be giving my
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opinion of this bow’s performance in
the following subjective categories:
Shot noise
Grip comfort and function
Draw cycle “feel”
Shock and vibration levels
The lack of noise produced by
Pearson’s TX4 was remarkable – it
was a bit of a surprise to me just how
quiet it really was. In a recent Silks
Outdoors head-to-head test of 9 top
bows the TX4 came in an impressive
2nd place! People that make the lack
of noise a high priority in their bow
selection should be taking a very
serious look at the TX4. One shot will
be enough to convince them that
this is definitely one of the quietest
bows on the market.
Assessing a bow grip is definitely
a personal endeavor. Generally I find
that the angel-wing grip on the TX4
is effective and comfortable. Its
medium wrist position seats my
hand consistently and Pearson’s
design of the grip and shelf area
places the shooter’s hand closer to the
arrow designed to reduce vertical
torque
and
increase stability. There is a
small
ridge
under the shelf
that contacts
my
thumb,
however, the
impact is only

slight.
Pearson achieved their goal
when designing a smooth draw into
the TX4. The climb to peak is not
aggressive and the transitions from
climb-to-peak and peak-to-holding
weight are without any sharp/abrupt
changes. The draw cycle is more
impressive when you consider the
speed that the TX4 is capable of.
While testing I did notice a
jump/kick at the shot, however, it
was nothing alarming and would be
considered as average, especially if
compared to other bows in the same
speed range.
Not on my list of subjective categories but noteworthy all the same
are the stability and aiming characteristics of the TX4. Where some
bows appear to fight you every step
of the way while aiming the TX4
draws you into your aiming point. I
have shot bows that feel like they are
pushing me away from my intended
target, but the TX4 is the opposite.

Test Bow Technical Info:
(350-grain arrow, 70 pound peak
draw weight, 30 inch draw length)
Measured Speed: 317.00 fps
Kinetic Energy: 78.11 foot-pounds
Stored Energy: 103.2 foot-pounds
Efficiency Rating: 76 percent
SE/PF Ratio: 1.47

Pearson TX4
Draw weights: 50, 60, and 70 pound peak
– special order 80 pound
Draw Lengths: 25.5 to 30.5 inches
Axle-to-axle length: 34.25 inches
Brace Height: 6.5 inches
Mass Weight: 4 pounds
Let-off option: 75 percent
Eccentrics: Z-7 Single Cam
Strings and cables: Pearson Xcellerator
Tested speed: 317 fps
Available finish: Realtree APG HD
Grip: Two-piece laminated hardwood, angel-wing
Riser: CNC machined aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: Aluminum - fixed
Limbs: Straight – 13.75 inches, Barnsdale
laminated solid (not split)
Cable Guard: Straight
Warranty: Lifetime to original owner
MSRP: $739.00
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Bow Report
TestID:
Pearson Pathfinder
Tested By:
JS
Date:
7/14/2008
Draw Length:
Time: 3:27:52 PM
Brace Height:
Units:
Unit = l
Min Load:
Max Load:
Min Pos:
Max Pos:
Pre Test Comm:
Post Test Comm: Accepted
Load R1

7.7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
22.25
22.5
22.75
23
23.25
23.5
23.75
24

0.00
3.60
13.60
23.60
33.20
42.20
48.80
50.00
49.00
44.80
40.20
35.30
30.00
25.40
20.40
14.80
13.40
12.40
11.80
11.20
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earson’s 2008 catalog says it all
when it comes to expressing
their commitment to the
sport and youth archery: “For years,
Pearson Archery has provided well
designed, serious equipment for
young hunters. Long before other
companies were scrambling for this
‘market share’, Pearson was making
youth bows because of the commitment it felt to the sport and a sincere
wish to see young people become
the next generation of archers.”
Now, lets take an in-depth look at
the Pathfinder.
Riser: Pearson builds their
Pathfinder riser in much the same
way they do their adult bows, namely with machined 6061 aluminum.
Its overall length measures only 16.5
inches (approximately) and has a
slender profile. Cutouts are often
used to reduce the mass weight of a
bow, however, the Pathfinder’s riser

104

5.95

in
in

50
14

lbs
in

Speed:
Power Stroke:
Kinetic Energy:
Stored Energy:
Dynamic Eff.:

ft/sec
ft
ft*lbs
ft*lbs

60

Load (lbs)

Distance

Pearson Pathfinder

50
40
30
20
10
0
0.0

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

Distance (in)

doesn’t have enough room for them
so Pearson instead uses chamfers
and a narrow thickness throughout
to remove some additional metal.
The small stature of the riser is a big
contributor to the Pathfinder’s ultra
low mass weight of only 2.8 pounds.
Pearson’s redwood two-piece grip
encourages a medium wrist position
for a combination of minimal handto-bow contact and reduced fatigue
and comfort. A span of cloth-like
material bridges the two wood side
panels at the rear of the grip for an
added measure of comfort, especially
on cold days. “Pearson” is laser
engraved on one of the grip’s wood
panels. A straight carbon cable guard,
standard accessory mounting holes
and two embedded/raised decals
round out the riser package. Pearson
film dip finishes their Pathfinder riser
in Realtree’s APG HD camo pattern.
So, what does all this mean to
Mom, Dad and/or the shooter?
A CNC machined riser on a youth
bow is a good indicator of the manufacturer’s commitment to create a
quality rig for the younger generation.

Another indication that Pearson
is dedicated to providing a quality
youth bow is the two-piece redwood
grip found on the Pathfinder.
At 2.8 pounds most any archer
should easily handle the Pathfinder.
Limbs/Limb Pockets: The Pathfinder’s split limbs measure approximately 15.5 inches and are made
from Gordon glass material.
Gordon’s limb materials are the
industry standard and have proven
themselves to be durable and sturdy
through many years of consistent
performance on countless bows.
Limbs are straight in form (not
recurve) and weight/deflection
matched using a digital scale for precision. Limb sets are available in 10pound peak weight increments from
20 to 60 pounds. Pearson has a fantastic upgrade program that offers
any weight limb set for only $30.
Limbs are decorated through the
same process as the riser, film dipping, and with the same Realtree’s
APG HD camo pattern.
Pathfinder limb pockets are fixed
position meaning they remain stationary while the limbs move during
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Gear Corner: Viper Archery Products Loopset Plyers
Viper’s string loop pliers are
designed to make the task of
attaching a string loop to your
bowstring a simple endeavor. The
tool allows anyone to make loops
that are the exact same length each
time and they will not slip or turn. It
also pre-stretches the loop very efficiently. Now that I have one of these
tools I would never go back. It does just what it is supposed to and makes all
of my loops look professional. Although a small item it is definitely one of
my favorite shop tool additions!
it eliminates the most common
stress riser areas found on solid
limbs.
Realtree’s APG HD camo looks
great on this bow, and it covers riser
limbs and limb pockets.
Eccentrics: Pearson outfits the
30.25 inch axle-to-axle Pathfinder
with a dual cam eccentric system.
Basically that means that both top
and bottom cams are identical and
the string is evenly distributed above
and below the nocking point. The
mechanical seating and eventual
wear of the string will have less of an
effect than it would on a single cam
bow where a large portion of the
string is offset to one side of the nocking point. Pathfinder cams are modular with a rotating module that can be
adjusted without a bow press. To

rotate the modules I simply backed
the limbs down on the test bow and
had my son pull slightly on the string
to move the module screw out from
under the limb section while I loosened them. This module provides 18
to 28 inches of draw length adjustment and the overall system is
designed for 65 percent letoff.
The Pathfinder is equipped with a
49.75 inch Excell string containing 21
strands and two cables each made
with Brownell Excell material. Both
cables measure 32 inches long and
contain 21 strands.
So, what does all this mean to
Mom, Dad and/or the shooter?
One rotating module accounting
for a draw length adjustment
between 18 and 28 inches is a huge
benefit to a rapidly growing archer. It
is a benefit for the archer as they can

draw weight adjustment. The main
component is a closed-end style
pocket that is CNC machined from
6061 aluminum and finished in the
same camo pattern as the riser and
limbs. The limb bolt passes through a
second component that caps and
separates the limbs. This piece is
black anodized.
So, what does all this mean to
Mom, Dad and/or the shooter?
Gordon Composites limb material equals a safe and long lasting bow
The split limb configuration also
increases the longevity of the bow as
Circle 139 on Response Card
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settle into a bow and get familiar with
it and it is also a benefit to the folks
who are most likely paying for it,
mom and dad. It also makes it easy on
you to have a rig that will fit most any
aspiring bowhunter that walks
through your doors.
As you will see in the testing portion the Pathfinder has good speed
making it a very capable hunting bow.

Testing
Tests were conducted using the
following equipment:
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable
shooting machine
Easton Professional Chronograph
with an infrared lighting system
Oehler M35 Chronograph
Easton Digital Bow Scale
C.W. Erickson’s Big Squeeze Bow
Press
Modified Apple Bow Drawing
Machine
Chatillon DFIS 200 Digital Force
Gauge
Mitutoyo Dial Calipers
Calibrated steel rule
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
Tru Ball Chappy Boss
The Pathfinder was set to a 23
inch draw length and equipped with
a single brass nock and N.A.P.
QuikTune 3000 arrow rest, nothing
else was added to the bow. With the
exception of these two items, every
bow is tested unchanged, as it would
be shipped to the dealer or customer.
Speed was measured on the
Pathfinder with the chronographs
listed above. Three different draw
weights, 40, 45 and 50 pounds were
tested with two arrows of different

De
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Clever hat light source, always useful... “gotta
have one” Green and white LEDs for blood trailing.
Solid color hats for family fun and safety.
Clothing for all seasons,
15 camouflage patterns.
Call or order on line,
see 20 page catalog n/c.

new
DAY ONE CAMOUFLAGE
800 347-2979
www.dayonecamouflage.com
3300 S. Knox Ct. Englewood, CO 80110
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weights, 260 and 328
grains (approximately). This should give a
broad picture of what
can be expected from
this bow in terms of
speed generated by
various
set-ups.
Following are the
resulting speed ratings for each in feet
per second:

Pearson Pathfinder
Model: Pathfinder
Draw weights: 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 pound peak
Draw Lengths: 18 to 28 inch single rotating module
Axle-to-axle length: 30.25 inches
Brace Height: 5.75 inches
Mass Weight: 2.8 pounds
Let-off option: 65 percent
Eccentrics: Dual Pathfinder Cams
Advertised IBO speed: N/A
Finish: Film dipped Realtree APG HD
Grip: Two-piece redwood
Riser: CNC Machined 6061 Aluminum
Limbs: 12.5 inch Split limbs
Cable Guard: Carbon cable rod - straight
Warranty: Lifetime to original owner
MSRP: $329.00

260-grain arrow:
40 pound draw
206.7
206.8
206.3
207.1
206.9
Average: 207 fps (rounded)

260-grain arrow: 45 pound draw
216.0
216.6
216.1
216.3
216.4
Average: 216 fps (rounded)
260-grain arrow: 50 pound draw
227.6
227.3
227.3
228.1
227.2
Average: 228 fps (rounded)
328-grain arrow: 40 pound draw
188.4
188.1
188.1
188.1
188.2
Average: 228 fps (rounded)
328-grain arrow: 45 pound draw
198.1
198.2
198.2
198.5
198.6
Average: 198 fps (rounded)
328-grain arrow: 50 pound draw
208.2
208.2
207.6
207.1

207.4
Average: 208 fps (rounded)
These represent good speeds for
a youth bow. While not the fastest
short draw bow I have tested the
Pathfinder is certainly at or above
average in this area.
The attached draw force curve
shows exactly what I experienced
while testing the Pathfinder – a quick
ascent to peak weight followed by a
one point stay at the top before a
notably gradual descent. All transitions are smooth making the
Pathfinder a relatively easy bow to
pull repeatedly.
Shock and vibration were tested
at 50 pounds. Several other bows in
my shop have draw weights, draw
lengths and upright limb configurations similar to the Pathfinder. As
compared to those bows the
Pathfinder is well above average in
both shock and vibration at the shot
(in a good way). I added a quality stabilizer and a pair of Sims Limb Savers
to the Pathfinder and the little vibration and kick that was felt beforehand
was almost reduced to zero. As I
expected the shot noise followed suit,
in that it was exceptionally quiet.
While many of the components
and technologies on the Pathfinder
are basic, the test bow performed
well. It is pleasant to shoot, generates
good speeds and has a comfortable
handle and mass weight. All great
qualities for a youth/short draw
archer.
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